GOING FURTHER, FASTER - TOGETHER

PROGRAM
DAY 1: APRIL 3, 2017

Productivity Matters
Putting Energy Efficiency First

DAY 2: APRIL 4, 2017

Get it Together Integrating
Centralized and Decentralized
Energy Systems

DAY 3: APRIL 5, 2017

Why Wait?
Seizing the ‘Energy Access
Dividend’

8:00 – 9:00 am

Registration & coffee

Registration & coffee

Registration & coffee

9:00 – 9:15 am

The Wake-Up Call:
An opening keynote by Antonio
Manuel de Oliveira Guterres United
Nations Secretary General*

The Wake-Up Call:
An opening keynote [TBD]

The Wake-Up Call:
An opening keynote [TBD]

9:15 – 10:15 am

Marshalling the Evidence
The latest data on productivity for
high-impact countries – focusing
on the opportunities, barriers,
geographies and sectors where we can
go further, faster

Marshalling the Evidence
The latest data on electrification
and clean cooking for high-impact
countries – and the important role
renewables are playing - focusing
on the opportunities, barriers,
geographies and sectors where we can
go further, faster

Marshalling the Evidence
Exploring the dividends that accrue
with energy services and the case for
going further, faster, together.

10:15 – 11:15 am

Knowledge into Action
Leaders discuss how they are using
ambitious policies and incentives
to harness the potential of energy
efficiency.

Knowledge into Action
Leaders showcase the action they
are taking to scale clean cooking
and deliver energy services to
all by integrating “traditional”
power regulations with renewable,
decentralized and wireless energy
carriers.

Knowledge into Action
Leaders highlight how energy
services help generate jobs, improve
education, enable businesses to grow,
and create huge new markets.

11:15 – 12:00 pm

Coffee & networking

Coffee & networking

Coffee & networking

Disruptive Voices
Speakers offering a different perspective on the energy conversation

12:00 – 12:15 pm

How could reframing energy efficiency
help us unleash this essential but still
unloved energy opportunity?

How can disruptive technologies help
us close the energy access gap and
spur economic opportunity?

How can people who’ve started and
led movements helps us transform the
energy system while leaving no one
behind?
* invited
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GOING FURTHER, FASTER - TOGETHER

PROGRAM
DAY 1: APRIL 3, 2017

DAY 2: APRIL 4, 2017

DAY 3: APRIL 5, 2017

The Deep Dive
In-depth conversations between
energy leaders

The Deep Dive
In-depth conversations between
energy leaders

The Deep Dive
In-depth conversations between
energy leaders

Good Utility
Utility leaders
discuss how
they have
made significant advances
in energy
productivity
and where
they still need
to ramp up.

Country
Action
Leaders talk
about the
successes
and barriers
they face in
securing modern energy
services for
their citizens.

Good Utility
How leaders
can create
an even
playing field
by addressing
issues of
affordability.

Productivity Matters
Putting Energy Efficiency First
12:15 – 1:15 pm

1:15 – 3:00 pm
3:00 – 4:00 pm
4:00 – 4:45 pm
4:45 – 5:45 pm

6:15 – 7:30 pm

We Mean
Business
Industry leaders discuss
how increasing energy
productivity is
good for the
bottom line.

Lunch in the marketplace

Making
connections
Energy leaders
talk about the
challenges of
– and opportunities - for
– connecting
centralized
and decentralized energy
systems.

Now We’re
Cooking
Leaders
discuss how
we can secure
clean cooking
for 2.9 billion
people in 14
years.

Lunch in the marketplace

Why Wait?
Seizing the ‘Energy Access
Dividend’

The New
Market
Can the
private sector
really serve
the bottom of
the pyramid?

Last Mile
First
How energy
providers are
increasing
productivity
through
decentralized
solutions.

Lunch in the marketplace

Partner Working Sessions – part 1

Partner Working Sessions – part 1

Partner Working Sessions – part 1

WS#1

WS#5

WS#9

WS#2

WS#3

WS#4

Coffee & networking

WS#14

WS#15

WS#6

WS#7

WS#8

Coffee & networking

Partner Working Sessions – part 2

WS#13
5:45 – 6:15 pm

Smart Policy
Policymakers
talk about
how they can
transform
their energy
and transport
systems while
creating jobs
and economic
growth.

Get it Together Integrating
Centralized and Decentralized
Energy Systems

WS#16

Partner Working Sessions – part 2

WS#17

WS#18

WS#19

WS#20

WS#10

WS#11

WS#12

Going Further, Faster – Together
A closing panel with
- Antonio Manuel de Oliveira
Guterres, United Nations Secretary
General*
- Jim Kim, President, World Bank
Group*
- Rachel Kyte, CEO and Special
Representative of the UN SecretaryGeneral for Sustainable Energy for All
* invited

Disruptive Voices
Speakers offering a different perspective on the energy conversation
How can shifting public behavior
accelerate the energy transition?

How can simple innovations and ‘nontraditional’ development approaches
unlock seemingly inextricable
problems?

Drinks

Drinks

7:30 – 9:30 pm
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